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1. INTRODUCTION

In [6], by using his own generalization [S] of the classical Knasterr
Kuratowski-Mazurkiewicz theorem (simply, KKM theorem), Ky Fan
obtained a matching theorem [6, Theorem 31 for open coverings of convex
sets. From this, he also obtained another matching theorem [6,
Theorem 21 for closed covertings of convex sets.
In the present paper, we first obtain a generalization of Ky Fan’s
matching theorem for closed coverings. Our result is equivalent to
Lassonde [ 12, Theorem I], which is a generalization of the KKM theorem.
We use Lassonde’s theorem to obtain a far-reaching generalization of the
Fan-Browder fixed point theorem [2] including results previously given
by Takahashi [16], Lassonde [12], Ben-El-Mechaiekh, Deguire, and
Granas [ 11, and Simons [ 153.
In the second part of this paper, we generalize Ky Fan’s matching
theorem for open coverings. Our new result is applied to recent results on
open-valued KKM maps and fixed points due to W.K. Kim [9, lo] and
some useful equivalent formulations.
Consequently, a number of generalizations of the KKM theorem, the
Brouwer fixed point theorem, the Fan-Browder fixed point theorem and
other new results are obtained.
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2. PRELIMINARIES

We follow mainly Lassonde [12].
Let D and X be two sets. A multifunction F: D --f 2x is a function from
D into the power set 2x of X, that is, Fxc X for each XE D. Let
F(D)su{Fx:x~Dj
and FP’y={x~D:y~Fx}
for YEX.
Let X be a convex set in a vector space and D c X. A multifunction
G: D -+ 2x is called KKM if co{x,, x2, .... x,} c U:= l Gx; for each finite
subset (x,, x2, .... x,} c D, where co denotes the convex hull.
A conuex space X is a nonempty convex set X (in a vector space) with
any topology that induces the Euclidean topology on the convex hulls
of its finite subsets. In fact, we may regard that X has the relative finite
topology.
A nonempty subset L of a convex space X is called a c-compact set if for
each finite subset SC X there is a compact convex set LSc X such that
LVSCL,.

A subset A of a topological space Y is said to be compactly closed [resp.
in Y if for every compact set Kc Y the set A n K is closed
[resp. open] in K.
Let %‘(X, Y) denote the class of all continuous maps from X into Y.
The following version of Ky Fan’s generalization [S] of the KKM
theorem is due to Dugundji and Granas [3] and Lassonde [ 121:
open]

THEOREM 0. Let D be a nonempty subset of a convex space X and
G: D + 2x a closed valued KKM multifunction. Then the family { Gx :x E D}
has the finite intersection property. Further, if Gx is compact for some x E D,
then n(Gx:xED}#lZj.

Note that if X is a convex subset of a Hausdorff topological vector
space (tas.), then the closedness assumption is the same to the relatively
finitely closedness.

3. A MATCHING THEOREM FOR OPEN COVERINGS

We begin with the following special case of the main result of this
section.
THEOREM 1. Let D be a nonempty subset in a compact convex space X,
Y a topological space, and A : D --+2 ’ a multifunction satisfying

(i) for each x E D, Ax is compactly open in Y, and
(ii) A(D)= Y.
4OY 141~1-12
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Then, for each s E V(X, Y), there exist a nonempty finite subset
i x1, x2, .... x,) of D andan X~ECO{X,, x2, .... x,,} such that SX~Efly=, Axi.
Proof For each XE D, let Fx= Y\Ax and let Gxr (s-‘F)x. Suppose
that the conclusion is false. Then for every finite subset (xi, x2, .... x,} of
D, we have
~(CO(X!, x*7 ..-, x,,})c

Y\fi

i= I

Ax,= fi Fx,,
i= I

that is,
CO(XI, x2, .‘., x,}c

fi (s-‘F)x;=
i= I

lj Gxj.
r=l

Therefore, G is a closed valued KKM map. Since X is compact, each
Gx is compact. Then by Theorem 0, we have n { Gx: x E D} =
C){(s-‘F)x:x~D}#a,
and hence n{Fx:x~D}#@.
But this means
IJ {Ax :x E D ) = A(D) # Y against our hypothesis. This completes our
proof.
Remark. If X is contained in a convex subset Y of a topological vector
space E and ifs is the inclusion of X into Y, then Theorem 1 reduces to [6,
Lemma 11.
The following consequence of Theorem 1 is the main result of this
section.
THEOREM 2. Let D be a nonempty subset of a convex space X, Y a
topological space, and A : D + 2 ’ a multtfunction satisfying

(i) for each x E D, Ax is compactly open in Y,
(ii) A(D)= Y, and
(iii) there are a c-compact set L c X and a compact set Kc Y such
that Y\A(L n D) c K.
Then, for each SE%?(X,Y), there exist a nonempty finite subset
{ x,, x2, .... xn} of D and an X~ECO{X,, x2, .... xn} such that SX~Efly=, Ax,.
Proof In the case when A(Ln D) = Y, the conclusion follows
from Theorem 1. Let Y\A(Ln D) be nonempty. Since A(D) =
such that
Y=, KI Y\A(Ln D), we obtain {xi, x2, .... .x,,>c D\L
Y\A(L n D) c Uy=, Axi. Consider D, = (Ln D) u {x,, x2, .... xn} and
X,-co(Lu
{Xl, x2, ...) x,>), Since D, c D, D, cX, cX, A(D,)= Y, and
X, is compact, we obtain the conclusion by again using Theorem 1.
Remarks. 1. We modified the proof of Takahashi [16, Theorem 11.
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2. If X= Y is a convex subset of a t.v.s. E and s = 1X, Theorem 2
reduces to Ky Fan [6, Theorem 31.
3. In fact, (iii) implies that Y\A(L n D) is compact. Observe that in
case X or Y is compact the condition (iii) is immediately fulfilled; more
precisely, the case of a compact X reduces to the case of a compact Y by
considering Y’ = sX and A ‘x = Ax n Y’.

4. GENERALIZATIONS OF THE KKM THEOREM

Theorem 2 may be restated in its contrapositive form and in terms of the
complement Fx of Ax in Y as follows:
THEOREM 3. Let D be a nonempty subset of a convex space X, Y a
topological space, F: D + 2 ’ a multifunction, and s E U(X, Y) satisfying

(i) for each x E D, Fx is compactly closed in Y,
(ii) for any finite subset {x,, x2, .... x,} of D,
n
s(co{x,,

x2,

.... xn}, = (j J-xi,
i= I

and

(iii) there are a c-compact set L c X and a compact set Kc Y such
that n{Fx:xELnD}cK.
Then we have n {FX:XIS D} # 0.

1. Theorem 3 is due to Lassonde [ 12, Theorem I].
2. If X= Y and s=l,,
Theorem 3 reduces to Ky Fan [6,
Theorem 41.
3. If L is a singleton, then we have the following generalization of
Theorem 0.
Remarks.

THEOREM 4. Let D be a nonempty subset of a convex space X, Y a
topological space, F: D -+ 2’ a multifunction, and SE%(X, Y) satisfying (i)
and (ii) of Theorem 3, and

(iii)

Fx is compact for at least one x E D.

Then we have n{Fx:xED}

#Qr.

Remark. In fact, Theorems &4 are all logically equivalent to the KKM
theorem, the Sperner lemma, and the Brouwer fixed point theorem.
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For certain applications, it is convenient to reformulate Theorem 3 in the
following form.
THEOREM 5. Let D be a nonempty subset of a convex space X, Y a
topological space, B c Xx Y, and s E 97(X, Y) satisfying

(i) for each x E D, { y E Y: (x, y ) E B} is compactly closed in Y, and
(ii) for any finite subset {x,, x2, .... x,} of D and for any n positive
reals clj with C?= 1 CI,= 1, we have (x,, s(C:=, u,x,))E B for some k,
1 dkdn.
Then for any c-compact set L c X, either there exists y, E Y such that
(x, y,) E B for all x E D, or for any compact set Kc Y, there exists y, E Y\K
such that (x, yz) E B for all x E L n D.
Remark. If X= Y, K=L,
result of Ky Fan.

and s- lx, Theorem 5 reduces to an earlier

5. GENERALIZATIONSOF THE FAN-BROWDER FIXED POINT THEOREM

As an application of Theorem 2, we give the following generalization of
the Fan-Browder fixed point’ theorem [2].
THEOREM 6. Let D be a nonempty subset of a convex space X and Y a
topological space. Let A, B: D --t 2 ’ be multtfiinctions satisfying the following
conditions:

(a) BxcAxfor
each XED,
(b) A - ‘y is convex for each y E Y,
(c) BP*y#@ for each YE Y,
(d) Bx is compactly open for each x E D, and
(e) for some c-compact set L c X, Y\B(L n D) is compact.
Then, for any s E %‘(X, Y), there exists an x0 E D such that sx,, E Ax,
Proof
Since the conditions (d), (c), and (e) imply (i), (ii), and
(iii) of Theorem 2, respectively, there exist {x1, x2, .... x,,} c D and
XOECO{X,,X*, .... x,} such that SX,,Efly=, Bx,c fly=, Axi. We have
X~E A-‘(sx~)
for all i= 1, .... n, and hence, by (b), co{xr, x2, .... xn} c
A-‘(sx,).
In particular, X,,E A-‘(sx,),
that is, SX~EAx,. This completes
our proof.
Remarks.
(c)’

1. The condition (c) can be replaced by the following:
B-‘y f @ for each YE Y\B(L n D).
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For, given y E B(L n D), there exists an x EL n D such that y E Bx, that
is, XE B-‘y.
2. Theorem 6 is the main result of our previous work [ 131, where
various applications of Theorem 6 are given.
3. As we noted in [13], Theorem 6 generalizes Takahashi [ 16,
Theorems 2 and 51, Lassonde [ 12, Theorem 1.11, Ben-El-Mechaiekh,
Deguire, and Granas [ 1, Theorem 11, Simons [ 15, Theorem 4.33, Ko and
Tan [ 11, Theorem 3.11, and Browder [2, Theorem 11.
6. A MATCHING THEOREM FOR CLOSED COVERINGS

We begin with the following main theorem in this section.
THEOREM 7. Let X he a convex space, Y a topological space, and
se%‘(X, Y). Let A,, A,, .... A, he a finite family of n compactly closed
subsets of Y such that ur= 1 A, = Y. Then for any n points x,, x2, .... x,
(not necessarily distinct) of X, there exist k indices (for a suitable k)
i, <i,<
... < i, such that

4co { xi,, XIZ’.... xi&’

f) A,#@.
j=

I

Proof
Consider an (n - 1)-simplex d” ~ I = b, b, . . b, and define
f: d”-- ’ + X by f(C:=, &h,) = Cr=, 3+x, for any Ai >/ 0 with I:=, Ai = 1.
For each z E A”-‘, let Z(z) = {i: (sf)z E A,} # @, and let Tz be the convex
hull of {bi: iEZ(z)}. For each ZEA+‘, U {A;:i$Z(z)}
is compactly closed
so Uz=A”-l
\f -‘s-‘(U(A;:
i$Z(z)}) is an open neighborhood of z in
A”- ‘. If 2’ E U,, then Z(z’) c Z(z) and therefore Tz’ c Tz. Consequently, T is
an U.S.C.multifunction defined on A” I. For each z E A”-‘, Tz is a nonempty compact convex subset of A”-‘. Therefore, by the Kakutani fixed
point theorem, there exists a point z E A”- ’ such that z E Tz. If we take .Z=
and sx,Er){A,:iEZ(z)}.
This completes
{x,: iE Z(z)}, t hen x0-fzecoJ
our proof.

For X= Y and s-l,,
Theorem 7 reduces to the following matching
theorem of Ky Fan [6, Theorem 21 for closed coverings of convex sets.
COROLLARY 7.1. Let X be a convex space and {A, >:= L a finite family of
n closed subsets of X such that IJr=, Ai= X. Then for any n points
< i, such that
x1, x2, ...> x, of X, there exist k indices i, < i, <

CO{X,,~ x,*> .“, x,,>n

fi A,#@.
/=I
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Remark. Ky Fan obtained Corollary 7.1 from [6, Theorem 11, which is
a consequence of the well-known Fan-Glicksberg fixed point theorem
[4, 71, and also from Theorem 2. However, we obtained Theorem 7, and
hence Corollary 7.1, from the Kakutani fixed point theorem [S].

From Theorem 7 we obtain generalizations of a KKM type theorem
which is an open valued version of the first part of Theorem 0.
THEOREM 8. Let D be a nonempty subset of a convex space X, Y a
topological space, G : D + 2 ’ a multifunction, and s E %‘(X, Y). Suppose that

(i) for each x E D, Gx is compactly open in Y, and
(ii) for any finite subset {x,, x2, .... x,} of D,
s(co{x,, x2, .... x,Hc
Then the family

i,j Gx;.
,=I

{ Gx: x E D} has the finite intersection property.

Proof
Suppose, on the contrary, that there exists a finite subset
i XI >x2 3‘..>x,} of D such that fir=, Gxi = @. Let F: D -+ 2’ be given by
Fx = X\Gx for each x E D. Then { Fxi} :=, is a family of compactly closed
subsets of Y such that
(j Fx,=Y
,=I

ij Gx,=Y.
\ i=l

Therefore, by Theorem 7, there exist k indices i, < i2 <

. < i, such

that

s(co{x,,, xi,. ...I xd) n i;l Fx, # $3,
j= I
that is,
s(CO(X,I, Xiz> ...y X,})

d Y

h Fx,,=
\ j= 1

b Gx,,,
,=I

which contradicts the condition (ii). This completes our proof.
For X- Y and SE l,, Theorem 8 reduces to the following:
COROLLARY 8.1. Let D be a nonempty subset of a convex space X and
G:D + 2x a compactly open valued KKM multifunction. Then the ,family
{ Gx: x E D} has the ,finite intersection propert?).
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Remarks. 1. If X is a convex subset of a t.v.s. E, then the openness of
GX is actually relatively finitely open. Therefore, in this case, Corollary 8.1
generalizes W. K. Kim [ 10, Theorems 1 and 21.
2. If X is a t.v.s. E, Corollary 8.1 generalizes W. K. Kim [9,
Theorem 21.
3. The following consequence of Corollary 8.1 improves W. K. Kim
[9, Theorem 11.
be an (n-I)-simplex
COROLLARY 8.2. Let A”-~ ’ = h,b,...b,,
and G: {b,, b,, .... b,} -+ E be a compactly open valued KKM

in E=W
map. Then

n:=, Gx, z 0.
7. FIXED POINT THEOREMS

In this final section, we obtain new types of fixed point theorems from
Theorem 7 and some of their equivalent formulations.
The following is a coincidence result comparable to the generalized FanBrowder fixed point theorem (Theorem 6).
THEOREM 9. Let X be a convex space, Y a topological
A, B: X + 2 ’ multtfunctions satisfying

space, and

(a) Bx c Ax for each x E X,
(b) A -‘y is convex for each y E Y,
(c)

(d)

Bx is compactly closed for each x E X, and

there exists
Y= U:=, Bx,.

a finite

subset {x,, x2, .... x,}

of X such that

Then, for any s E g(X, Y), there exists an x,, E X such that sxOE Ax,.
Proof
By Theorem 7, there exist a subset {ii, i,, .... ik} c (1, 2, .... n>
and an X~ECO{X,,,x,~, .... xlk} such that sxOE n;=, Bx, c fir=, Ax,.
Hence, SX~EAx,, for all j, that is, X;,EA~‘(sx,). Since A-‘(sx,) is convex
and x0 is a convex combination of x,,‘s, we have x0 E A --‘(sx,,), that is,
sxo E Ax,.
Remark. For X= Y, A = B, and s= l,,
Kim [lo, Theorem 4; 9, Theorem 31.

Theorem 9 reduces to W. K.

The following is a dual form of Theorem 9.
THEOREM 10. Let X be a topological
S, T: X -+ 2 ’ multtfunctions satisfying

space, Y a convex space, and
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(a)
(b)

x=

TxcSxfor each XEX,
Sx is convex for each x E X,

(c)

T- ‘y is compactly

(d)

there exists
T--‘y,.

uy=,

closed for each y E Y, and

a finite

subset

( y’, y2, ..,, y,}

of

Y such

that

Then, for any f~ V( Y, X), there exists a yO E Y such that yO E (Sf) y,.

Define A, B: Y+2x by Ay=S
‘y and By=T
‘y for YE Y.
Proof
Noting that A - ‘x = Sx and B -~‘x = TX for each x E X, it is easy to seethat
A and B satisfy the conditions of Theorem 9 interchanging X and Y. Therefore, by Theorem 9, for any j’~ V( Y, X), there exists a yOs Y such that
fy,, E Ay, = S- ‘y,, that is, y, E (S’) y,. This completes our proof.
For X= Y, SE T, and s = 1x, we have the following:
COROLLARY 10.1. Let
multifunction
such that

X be a convex

(1)

TX is convex ,for each x E X, and

(2)

X can be covered by a finite

Then T has a fixed
Proof

space and T: X -+ 2x an U.S.C.

number of T-‘x’s.

point.

Note that each T-lx

is closed since T is U.S.C.

Remark.
W. K. Kim [ 10, Corollary 1; 9, Theorem 41 assumed that,
instead of (2) there exists a finite subset K of X such that TX n K # Iz, for
every x E X, and obtained Corollary 10.1.
In fact, let K = {x,, x2, .... xn}. Then for any XE X, there is an X;E TX,
whence x E T- ‘x,.

The following geometric forms of Theorem 9 are easily seen to be
equivalent to each other.
THEOREM 11. Let X be a convex
A, Bc X x Y sets satisfying

space,

Y a topological

space, and

(i) BcA,
(ii) for each y E Y, {x E X: (x, y) E A} is convex,
(iii) for each XE X, { ye Y: (x, y)~ B} is compactly closed, and
(iv) there exists a finite subset {x,, x2, .... x,,} of X such that for any
ycY,
(xi, y)EBforsomei,
l<i<n.
Then, for any s E W(X, Y), there exists an x0 E X such that (x0, sxO) E A.
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THEOREM 12. Let X be a convex space, Y a topological
Bc A c Z sets. Let g: Xx Y + Z be a function satisfying

y)eA)

(1) for each YE Y, {x~X:g(x,
(2)

space, and

is conoex,

for each x E X, { y E Y: g(x, y) E B} is compactly closed, and

(3) there exists a finite subset {x,, x2, .... x,}
ye Y, g(x,, y)EBfor
some i, 1 di<n.

of X such that for anl

Then, for any s E V(X, Y), there exists an x0 E X such that g(x,, sxO) E A.
The following

alternative for two functions is useful.

THEOREM 13. Let X be a convex space, Y a topological space, and a 3 B.
Let f, g: Xx Y -+ [wu { + cxz} be functions satisfying
(i)

(ii)
(iii)

Ax,

~)6f(x,

~)for

each k

y)~Xx

K

for each YE Y, {xEX: f(x, y)>B)
is convex, and
for each x E X, { y E Y: g(x, y) > u} is compactly closed.

Then either
(1) for any finite subsets {x1, x2, .... x”}
such that g(xi, y,) < c(for all i, 1 < id n, or

of X, there exists a y, E Y

(2) for any s E W(X, Y), there exists an x0 E X such that f (x0, sx,,) 3 fl.
ProojI

For each x E X, let
Ax-

{ye Y: f(x, y)>b},

Bx= {YE Y: g(x, y)>cr}.
Then by Theorem 9, we have the conclusion.
Moreover,

we can obtain Theorem 9 from Theorem 13.

Proof of Theorem 9 using Theorem 13. Just choose CI= p = 1 and
f, g: Xx Y+ R defined by
%!a, Y) =

1 if y E Bx,
0 if y $ Bx,

Remark. In Theorem
replaced by the following:

13, the conditions

(ii)’ f( ., y) is quasi-concave
for any CIE R).
{YE

(iii)’ g(x, .)
y: g(x, Y)>U)

f(x, Y) =

1 if YEAX,
0 if y$Ax.

(ii) and (iii),

resp., can be

(that is, {x E X: f(x, y) > CC)is convex

is U.S.C. on compact subsets of
is compactly closed for any a E R).

Y

(that

is,
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The dual form of Theorem 13 in the case where Xz Y and f 3 g can be
stated as follows:
COROLLARY 13.1. Let X be a convex space, CI3 B, and g: Xx X -+
[wu ( + 00 > a function satisfying

(a) for each y E X, (x E X: g(x, y) 6 B} is convex,
(b) for each x E X, ( y E X: g(x, y) 6 LI} is compactly closed, and
yEX,

(c) there exists a finite subset {x,, x2, .... xn} of X such that for any
g(xi, y)<crfor
some i, 1 <i<n.

Then, for any s E %7(X,X), there exists an x0 E X such that g(x,, sx,,) < j3.
Remark. In Corollary 13.1, the conditions (a) and (b) resp., can be
replaced by the following:

(a)’ g( ., y) is quasi-convex.
(b)’ g(x, .) is 1.s.c.on compact subsets of X.
From Corollary 13.1, we obtain a fixed point theorem:
COROLLARY 13.2. Let (X, d) be a metric compact convex space such that
every ball is convex. Then every f E V(X, X) has a fixed point.

Proof: Since { y E X: d(x, y) 6 E1 is convex and closed for any x E X and
E> 0. Since X is compact, it is covered by a finite number of open s-balls,
and hence by closed s-balls. Therefore, by Corollary 13.1, we have an x, E X
such that d(x,, fxC) 6 E. Since X is compact, we may assume that for some
sequenceE, + 0 we have x,” -+ y E X. Since f is continuous, we have fy = y.
Remarks. 1. In a normed space, every ball is convex. Therefore,
Corollary 13.2 generalizes the Schauder fixed point theorem [ 141.
2. We have deduced Theorems 7-13 and Corollary 13.2 from the
Kakutani fixed point theorem, which is logically equivalent to the Brouwer
fixed point theorem. Therefore, all of Theorems 1-l 3 and Corollaries 13.1
and 13.2 are logically equivalent to the KKM theorem, the Sperner lemma,
and the Brouwer fixed point theorem.

Finally, from Theorem 13, we have the following:
COROLLARY

13.3. Let X be a convex space and f: XxX

-+ aBa function

satisfying

(i) for each y E X, f ( ., y) is quasi-concave,
(ii) for each x E X, f (x, ) is U.S.C.on compact subsets of A’, and

KYFAN'SMATCHINGTHEOREMS
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(iii) for any CJI
E aB,there exists a finite subset {x,, x2, .... x,) of X such
that for any y E X, f (xi, y) 3 G(for some i, 1 d i < n.
Then the restriction off

to the diagonal of X x X is not bounded from above.

Proof. For any E E R, by Theorem 13, there exists an x E X such that
f (x, x) >, c(.
COROLLARY

13.4. Let X be a compact convex space and f: Xx X -+ [w a

function satisfying

(i) for each y E X, f ( ., y) is quasi-concave,
(ii) for each XE X, f(x, .) is continuous, and
(iii) for any c(E [w, there exist x, y E X such that f(x, y) > c(.
Then the restriction off

to the diagonal of X x X is not bounded from above.

Proof. Let Ax z {YE X: f(x, y) > a}. Then {,4x: XE X} is an open
covering of X. Therefore, the condition (iii) of Corollary 13.3 holds.
Remark. Corollary
Corollary 21.

13.4 includes W. K. Kim [ 10, Theorem 5; 9,
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